r 88	A ccidcnce	[§ 401
The prim. Germanic forms were: Sing, nom. *gtimo,
ace. *gumantm, gen. *gumenaz (Goth, gumins), dat.,
properly locative, *gtimini (Goth, gumin) ; Plur. nom.
*gumaniz (Goth, gumans), ace. *gumantinz, gen. *gumnSn
(cp. Goth, atihs-ne, OE. ox-na, of oxen) beside West Ger-
manic *gumonon (OHG. gomono, OS. gumono) with
-onon from the fern, nouns, dat. *5umunmiz beside West
Germanic *gumo(n)miz (OHG. gomom) with -6- from
the genitive. In OE. the nom. and ace. sing, and the
nom* pi. were regularly developed from the correspond-
ing prim. Germanic forms. The regular form of the gen.
and dat. sing, would be *gumen, *gymen, but OE. had
levelled out the -an of the ace. sing, before the period
of i-umlaut. The gen. pi. can be either from *suman8n
with a from the sing, and the nom. plural, or from West
Germanic *gumon§n (§§ 217, 222). The dat. pi. was
formed direct from gum-f-um, the ending of the a-stems
and the other consonantal stems, or else it is from West
Germanic *gum5(n)miz. Beside the regular gen. pL
ending -ena, the forms -ana, -ona sometimes occur. The
e in -ena was generally syncopated after long stems in
poetry and in the names of peoples* On the loss of final
-n in Nth., see § 288.
From a morphological point of view the n-stems should
be divided into -an, -jan, and --wan stems, but in OE,
as in the other Germanic languages all three classes were
declined alike. The -jan stems have i-umlaut in the stem-
syllable and also gemination of consonants when the stem
was originally short, as dema, judge, cyta, kite, becca,
pickaxe, brytta, distributor, prince, from prim. Germanic
Momjo, kutjo, *fcakjo, *fcrutjo.
§ 4O1. Like guma are declined a large number of nouns,
as acumba, oakum; aera, strigit;  &rendra,  messenger-,
agi»ca, monster; anda, envy ; andsaca, adversary; anga,
goad} apa,<#*; assa,ass; bana, slayer; bena, suppliant ;
11. ~<? .... :*"

